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Manufacturer independence: Self-determination 
on the use of test devices 

Automated inspection of different tools with 
various parameters at the same fastening 
process

Individual and flexible use of QS-Torque through 
easy station allocation and station change

Continuous release process

Simple master data import or export for data 
recording/further processing of data 

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

Reliable storage of tool and process data of all 
fastening processes in a central database

Historization: Recycle bin and archive function 
for revision-proof storage of data 

Small maintenance effort of your data

Individual configurability of your test conditions 
and evaluations

Individual expandability by more than 60 modules

QS-Torque supports you in planning, executing and evaluating
quality tests throughout the entire life cycle of your product. The
focus point here is always the fastening process/fastened
connection and everything associated with it. The life cycle of a
fastened connection can be traced and viewed from different
perspectives. Since the entire master data, for example for
measurement points, tools and test devices, can still be retrieved
even years later, you are also always on the safe side in terms of
product liability acts.
By integration of QS-Torque and IPM, common evaluations of
quality and process data are possible.

QS-Torque reliably checks processes and tools in your
production and besides fastening processes and fastening tools,
it is also able to handle process tests and test data. Thanks to this
outstanding quality assurance, only first-class products leave your
company. Individually definable measurement points
administrate different measurement variables at the production
of your products - independent of, for instance, the respective
joining technology. With QS-Torque, users can be sure that all
process steps for manufacturing of their product have been
within preset tolerances (process capability test) and that their
tools are able to make a good job of it (machine capability test).
QS-Torque reliably inspects processes and tools in your
production!

What does QS-Torque do?

Worldwide availability of data when using a 
central server database

QS-TORQUE 

QUALITY INSURANCE THROUGH
PROCESS AND TOOL INSPECTION


